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Abstract 

A specialized institution (which hosts a specific student population that holds specific 

career goals) is one of many employment environments that can be pursued by student 

affairs candidates. This paper explores how the organization and structure of these 

universities might vary from other institutional environments, and what might be 

expected of staff members who work with the specific needs of its population. These 

institutions are explored through the lens of literature review, interview/survey 

responses, and informal supplemental Internet research of the institutions used as 

examples.  
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 One of the advantages to pursuing a career as a student affairs professional is the 

level of versatility in avenues from which to choose. The spectrum of higher education 

settings is very broad; in an ideal world, the job-seeker could consider many factors: 

region of the country in which to live, size of the institution, type of institution (two-

year community college, four-year private liberal arts college, regional state university, 

research institution), whether to pursue an administrative role versus a “student life”-

type role… the options are endless. Often, a rising student affairs professional will be 

attracted to jobs in an environment similar their undergraduate institution because 

what they experienced there is what drew them to pursue the career in the first place.   

 I firmly believe that the four years I spent at the Baldwin-Wallace College 

Conservatory of Music changed my life; I would even venture to say that I could be a 

completely different person today were it not for the experience I had and people I met 

during those influential years. My love for music is just one factor in that equation, but I 

find that the longer I am away from an arts environment, the stronger the connection I 

feel toward students who share one of my passions. This begs a couple of questions: 

What career options would be available for me at one of these institutions? How is the 

concept of “student affairs” utilized at a school where the student population has such 

specific goals? The purpose of this paper is to further explore the “specialized 

institution” through a variety of avenues: a review of the literature, survey responses 

from professionals who currently work at specialized institutions, and an informal 

review of website information from a selection of these schools as means to provide 

additional insight and fill in gaps left from the literature review and survey responses.  
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Review of the Literature 

 My hypothesis, that the concept of “student affairs at specialized schools” would 

not be reflected in a wealth of literature, was correct: it appears to be uncharted territory 

(thus opening up opportunities for future insight and professional contribution). After 

searching with key words like “specialized institution”, “conservatory of music”, 

“student affairs”, “student services”, or “music (art, medical, law) school”, I 

encountered a few articles that elaborated on the purpose of specialized schools in 

general. Their target audience is a student population with specific career goals 

(Hardigg, 1993). Colleges included under this umbrella could have the following 

disciplines: music, art, and design; business and management; engineering and 

technology; law; medical school; theological seminary; and teacher’s colleges, among 

others (McCormack, 2005). One article compared the quality of education and available 

experience/resources between a Conservatory of Music and a School/Department of 

Music in a university setting (and explained the implications of completing a Bachelor 

or Music or Bachelor of Arts degree program). Another article discussed new initiatives 

for field experience in law school and a program’s ability to engage their students in the 

law community before entering the third year of their program. A short report from 

Medical Education indicated that some current empirical research proves a decline in 

mental health services available to medical school students in America and Canada 

(though most specific information was relayed through statistical analysis) (Cox et al., 

2001).  
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 The article I found most helpful was from New Directions for Student Services, and 

it discussed the role of student affairs officers in a professional school (specifically law 

and medical school) setting. McGuire and Phye indicated that the responsibilities of 

student affairs staff members at these institutions are similar to an undergraduate or 

graduate school experience, but are, at the same time, unique (2006). In this setting, it is 

not uncommon for a student affairs officer to have minimal student affairs training; law 

school personnel who are working in a student affairs capacity are often required to 

have a juris doctor degree. Professional associations are present in medicine to provide 

staff development for individuals in student affairs roles (McGuire & Phye, 2006).  

 Traditional administrative and support service opportunities are available at 

professional schools, but student concerns are different at this level of their education. 

Academic advisors will encounter students who easily achieved A’s and B’s in 

undergrad, but are receiving C’s or D’s in the more rigorous class setting. This makes 

test-taking or study strategies a precious commodity that the professional school 

student population will diligently continue to refine. Career planning on this level 

becomes much more specific. The general public might assume that enrollment in a 

professional program means that career planning is no longer needed- the exact 

opposite is true. This body of students is still working to distinguish themselves from 

their competition, and many are seeking job-shadowing, practical or volunteer 

opportunities. And unlike a medical school’s attempt to match students with residency 

opportunities upon graduation, law students must do an independent job search, 

making the help of a career services professional much appreciated. The common 
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financial circumstance of a student in a professional program is especially straining; the 

combination of higher cost (additional instrument use, lab fees, certification exams, etc.) 

and the impracticality of outside employment while completing the program creates a 

debt burden that far exceeds undergraduate or graduate education. Financial Aid 

officers, and their ability to counsel and find additional resources, are also an obvious 

piece to the puzzle (McGuire & Phye, 2006). 

 In general, a unique role that all student affairs officers employed by professional 

schools carry is that of “personal counselor”- sometimes in an official capacity, but often 

in an unofficial capacity as well. McGuire and Phye note that many students enrolled in 

graduate or professional school do not take advantage of counseling services (though 

they are often the population with the greatest need for these services), and 

“counseling” usually happens as a result of participating in another service (2006). 

Many other life transitions can occur during this time (marriage, family commitments) 

and the implications of ethical practice issues relevant to their field are more apparent 

than ever; effective student affairs administrators should have a heighted awareness 

that these factors, compounded with a rigorous program of study, will create the need 

for their availability and willingness to listen and support as necessary (McGuire & 

Phye, 2006).  

 The insight provided by McGuire & Phye’s article can be easily translated to 

other specialized institution settings, even though some of those settings are on the 

undergraduate or graduate level. Regardless of the academic field being studied, the 

concerns of this population are specific, can be emotion-driven, and require an astute 
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awareness on the part of the student affairs professionals who work with them if they 

expect to be effective in their roles at the university.  

Survey/Interview Responses 

 Every specialized institution is organized according to the specific needs of the 

university and its population; therefore, the inclusion of student affairs would also be 

determined by the goals of the institution. In order to have a specific, more 

comprehensive understanding of ways that student affairs could be organized at 

schools like these, I chose to poll individuals from a variety of institutions: schools of 

music, schools of art, law and medical schools, including: Cleveland Institution of 

Music (CIM), Cleveland Institute of Art (CIA), Cleveland-Marshall School of Law 

(Cleveland State University), The Ohio State University College of Medicine, 

NEOUCOM, Westminster College of the Arts (Princeton, NJ), California Institute of the 

Arts (Valencia, CA), Loyola University Chicago School of Law and New York 

University School of Medicine (NYU). I emailed student affairs personnel who hold 

supervisory roles at these institutions and asked the following questions: 

1. Within the organization of __, which functional offices are included (ie. 
Admissions, Financial Aid, Advising, etc.) 

2. What functional offices do you share with __ (a possible partner university)? 
3. What does “student activities” look like at __? How would your characterize 

them (ie. practical to the students’ field of study, service-driven, recreational)? 
Please share a few examples.  

4. How are your offices staffed? Do you find that your staff members “wear many 
hats”? It would be helpful to know how the offices collaborate with one another.  

5. Please share a little bit about the “behind the scenes”: what does it take to keep 
the office running that may not be obvious to someone on the outside? 

6. Could you share how your institution is organized (ie. “who is accountable to 
who”)? What does the staff hierarchy look like? How much accountability do 
you have to __ (a possible partner university)? 
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7. What kinds of employment opportunities are available at __ that might be less 
obvious to a job-seeker (“more obvious” might include Director of the institution, 
recruitment, clerical)? 

8. What skills would you recommend for potential employees? 
 
Of the nine schools contacted, I received four responses (CIA, Loyola, NYU, 

NEOUCOM). I will summarize their responses in the paragraphs to follow.  

 The Cleveland Institute of Art, for all intensive purposes, is independent from 

Case Western Reserve University, so their operation is almost completely full-service. 

CIA students utilize Case’s Student Health and Counseling Services (by contract), and 

their students may participate in Case’s intramural athletics or student organizations as 

they choose. CIA also pays for University Circle security services (along with CWRU, 

the Museum of Art and other cultural institutions located in the area), including cruiser, 

foot, bike, and parking patrols. Their students use Case’s dining services, and they lease 

the use of one residence hall from CWRU (N. Neville, personal communication, 11 

November, 2008). Loyola Law shares the Registration and Records office with Loyola 

University Chicago; the rest of their operation is independent (J. Gaspardo, personal 

communication, 18 Novemeber 2008). Also, NYU Medical does not share any 

operations with other colleges at New York University (G. Dobbyn, personal 

communication, 24 November 2008). NEOUCOM, as a completely independent entity, 

houses all functional areas of student affairs (L. Gloeckner, personal communication, 30 

November 2008).  

 Overwhelmingly, the “student activities” component of the survey indicated that 

student organizations are primarily related to the discipline of the institution; it is the 
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goal of the student activities personnel to create innovative, meaningful programming 

based on the strengths of their students (as is the case at any college). CIA students 

curate and manage a gallery-show every spring (the Student Independent Exhibition) 

and host a holiday art sale each year (N. Neville, personal communication, 11 

November, 2008). The NYU International Health Program offers the opportunity for 

students to learn and work in developing countries, and their Master Scholars Program 

creates programming to prepare their students with professional competencies needed 

upon graduation (G. Dobbyn, personal communication, 24 November 2008). These 

schools, universally, have some social or community service-type programming as well.  

 “Teamwork” seems to be a common theme among the people I surveyed, both 

within the office and within the institution. An institution like CIA, with barely more 

than 500 students, is not heavily staffed, so collaboration is essential. “Wearing many 

hats” is common place. My “behind the scenes” look could be summarized by the need 

for two skills: flexibility and patience. Schools like NYU Medical deal with excess 

bureaucracy because they collaborate with doctors, who do not necessarily plan well in 

advance or may need assistance at a moment’s notice (G. Dobbyn, personal 

communication, 24 November 2008). They are also learning the value of parent-

partnerships, in our growing age of Millennial students and “helicopter parents” (N. 

Neville, personal communication, 11 November, 2008). Hierarchy at the institutions I 

polled was clear-cut, since none of the schools have professional accountability to a 

partner university. CIA is diligent to be sure that they follow CWRU’s housing protocol. 
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Otherwise, the typical structure of “staff reports to director reports to assistant dean 

reports to dean/provost” holds true for each university.   

 The responses I received to the “desired skills” question were not at all 

surprising. Communication skills and people skills went without saying. Nancy Neville 

from CIA indicated that she prefers to hire individuals who are “self-propelled”: in an 

environment as small as CIA, it is critical for each staff member to be an independent 

worker because nobody is able to carry the weight of another or check-in on progress. 

She also looks for those who are comfortable providing constructive criticism if it can be 

followed by suggestions to improve the issue (personal communication, 11 November, 

2008). A constant pursuit for tech-savvy abilities is also desired and was emphasized by 

a couple of universities.  

Informal, Supplemental Research 

 I also browsed the websites for the colleges I emailed to retrieve additional 

information regarding structure or resources available through their divisions of 

student affairs (I assumed that the process I went through to locate my contact person 

could even provide insight about the organization of student affairs at their 

institutions). The following summarizes some additional findings:  

1. The Ohio State University School of Medicine views student affairs, in part, as “a 

liaison” between academic and humanistic achievement, through three different honor 

societies.  

2. Cleveland Institute of Music has a joint music program with CWRU. In this program 

(both undergraduate and graduate), students can reap the benefits of the conservatory 
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environment and resources of a research university all at once; those who wish to 

pursue a Performance, Music Theory, Audio Recording, Piano Accompanying or 

Suzuki Pedagogy degree should enroll at CIM, but will take music education, music 

history and liberal arts courses at the University.  

3. Student Services at Cleveland-Marshall College of Law include Academic Affairs and 

Support under their umbrella; a “one stop shop” for student convenience. They also 

encourage their students to make use of the Alumni Association, especially for 

mentorship opportunities. Students with accessibility needs may contact Marshall Law 

or Cleveland State University to seek the accommodation they need. Marshall Law also 

has a student newspaper: The Gavel.  

4. NYU School of Medicine, among all of its student organizations and opportunities for 

professional growth, included the “Food and Wine Society” as an option for extra-

curricular involvement.   

5. Student Affairs at California Institute of the Arts might be better defined as “student 

services”, because they include Transportation and Graduation (which, surprisingly, 

did not seem to be listed with Registration) among the services provided. They also 

have an “off-campus housing” resource page without a Resident Services page, leading 

me to believe that they do not offer on-campus housing.  

6. I could probably develop an entire project on the organization/structure of the 

Westminster College of the Arts, as it appears to have changed significantly since I 

considered applying for a Master of Music degree in Choral Conducting at their 

institution last year. At that time they were known as Westminster Choir College, and 
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had an affiliation with Ryder University in Princeton, NJ. Based on what I understand 

from their website now, the Choir College is one component of the College of the Arts 

(while still keeping their connection with Ryder). A Conservatory of Music and School 

of Fine and Performing Arts appear to be other options for participation within the 

College of the Arts. I posed some additional questions to my contact from this school 

with the hope of achieving a better understanding of their change in structure, but I did 

not receive a response. It would probably be a perfect example for a case study in the 

future.   

Conclusion 

 The knowledge I gained from this investigation synced with many of my 

preconceived notions about student affairs and specialized institutions; though there 

were not many surprises, I expect that my newly-extended knowledge base will assist 

me as I prepare to search for employment at schools like these. It provided several 

insights for factors to keep in mind: (1) There is no common language to describe the 

organization, structure and job expectations for these (or any) institutions. Each 

university is unique in its missions and goals. (2) It seems that the larger the university, 

the more independent a specialized institution affiliated with it will often become; this 

could potentially provide more employment opportunities. (3) Current programming 

and managerial issues are no different with specialized institutions than with any other 

college today: the student population and their expectations is rapidly changing, and all 

members of a student affairs team will find it critical to understand how the population 
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is changing and what their new expectations are in order to be effective (and valuable) 

contributors to the campus environment. 
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